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Abstract: Work engagement and workaholism are probably contributed in sustaining employment relations in public and private university. According to the previous literature, work engagement associated to well-being and workaholism contributed unwell-being. Many agree that to have a sustainable employment relations is important to the employees and employers. It able to contribute to the generation of well-being. Surprisingly, the current findings indicate that both, workaholism and work engagement works contribute to the generation of well-being especially in public and private university.
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INTRODUCTION

Workaholism: Workaholic is a topic that is very popular in the past, certain people decide workaholic is a positive thing between work and lifestyle haunts with the objective of achieving career and workaholic then certain people have expressed no desire to lifestyle employee because it will have a negative impact on them. Furthermore, workaholism is an obsessive-compulsive disorder that manifests itself through self-imposed demand, not enough to control the conduct of business and greed in the works for the exclusion of most other life events. With respect to [1], a workaholic to describe someone who increases the need for the work prevents the function of life. Even a workaholic and workers involved may not be differentiated by long working hours [2]. We assume that the difference in motivation involved. Therefore, the current study aimed to describe different work-related state of mind that is characterized by a positive spirit, dedication and absorption [9]. Employee involvement is mostly associated with positive outcomes, such as organizational commitment [10], life satisfaction, mental and physical health [8] and personal initiative. In addition, some researchers suggest that the importance of potential gender differences in future studies workaholism [3]. Gender has been considered in several studies workaholism. This means that their thoughts are not foregrounded gender decisions, their authors such as [4] and [5] found that if the relationship does not exist between the sexes and workaholism, it can be weak at best. Even a workaholic and workers involved may not be differentiated by long working hours [2] we assume that the difference in motivation involved. Therefore, the current study aimed to describe the different basic motivations that encourage workers workaholic and engaged to work too hard throughout his career.

Work Engagement: According to his theory, there are several reasons why the involvement of the work will stimulate both individual performances [6]. First, work engagement is accompanied by positive emotions. Positive emotions are associated with a wider scope and attention the ability to build a resource theory; [7]. Second, work engagement has been found predictive of good health (For an overview see [8], it is because those involved may be doing well. However, more specifically, refers to the involvement of employees, fulfilling and work-related state of mind that is characterized by a positive spirit, dedication and absorption [9]. Employee involvement is mostly associated with positive outcomes, such as organizational commitment [10], life satisfaction, mental and physical health [8] and personal initiative. In addition, the employees involved feel satisfied with their work [11] and good performance at work [12] for an overview. Therefore, work engagement can be considered as a type of "good" investment heavy work. According to [13], argues that the way participation is often defined and
conceptualized may actually worsen the negative potential effect. Therefore, they suggest that if the engagement visits as measured by the commitment and organization additional behavioral role [14] this can create unsustainable conditions in which the workers involved are expected working ever longer and harder; and that those who work this is regarded as' more involved and for him.

**Work Engagement, Workaholism:** Well-being is a positive results that is beneficial either for people or organizations. [15] notes that well-being indicates that people have a quality of life. In Aristotle theory, a quality of life is achieved when there is a happiness within people; happiness as a reflection of well-being. To create happiness is must within an individual. Happiness can be defined as “ prosperity combined with excellence; or as independence of life, or as the secure enjoyment of the maximum of pleasure; or as a good condition for property and body, together with the power of guarding one’s property and body and making use of them. That happiness is one or more of these things, pretty well everyone agrees.

From this definition of happiness it follows that its constituent parts are: good birth, plenty of friends, good friends, wealth, good children, plenty of children, a happy old age and also such bodily excellences as health, beauty, strength, large stature, athletic powers, together with fame, honor, good luck and excellence” (Aristotle, Rhetoric, 1360b, 14-23 as cited in [16]).

At workplace consideration, job satisfaction is an important dimension of employee well-being [17]. The satisfaction is achieved when the employees have happiness and excitement in performing the task [18]. These personal resources are related to work engagement [19]. This particular relationship will then affect the well-being [20]. In relation with above discussion, well-being is generated when consider the employee has good health, life satisfaction and job performance. As mentioned above regarding work engagement and workaholism, it clearly shows that work engagement associates with well-being and workaholism associates with unwell-being [20].

This is supported findings from [21] that is employees with workaholism are reported to have poor health, poor life satisfaction and always stress with job performance. For instance, work engagement is positively related to health and this would imply that engaged workers are able to perform well. [22] have found that less psychosomatic issues is reported by engaged workers as compared to their non-engaged counterparts. [23] note that engaged employees often experience positive emotions and this may contribute to why they are more productive.

They are productive probably due to they are happy. The characteristics of happy employees are helpful to others, sensitive to opportunities at work, easygoing, more confident and optimistic [24]. Besides,[11] reveal that workaholism may contributed to unwell-being (poor quality of life satisfaction and poor health) and well-being (positive work outcomes). Recent findings suggest that workaholism influences employee to become a perfectionist by working for long hours [25]. In sum, [25] are agree that workaholism contributes to well-being only in terms of positive outcome. De La Poza et al. [26] suggest that to have a sustainable employment relations is important to many organizations worldwide. To have that, many organizations are battling to handle it with overcome the issues of workaholism and work engagement [27].

Workaholism and work engagement give different impact on job related well-being [11]. For work engagement, employees are expected to have high levels of energy, enthusiastic about their work and often fully committed to their job so that they do not realize the time flies [23, 28, 29]. It indicates that work engagement makes employee more committed to work and loyal to the organization. Meanwhile, workaholism may lead to permanently disturbs health, happiness and relationships due to excessive and uncontrollable need to work [30]. Further, some researchers review workaholism as a contributor to mental instability [30-32].

In contrast, some previous findings reveal that employees treat workaholism as a motivation to work [33-35]. The literature tells that workaholism may contributed either as a positive outcome or otherwise for the organization. Hence, it against with [20] finding where they suggest that work engagement contributes to good well-being whereas workaholism contributes unwell-being. Following above discussion, the current research aims to identify the various perspective of workaholism and work engagement towards well-being and the outcome of having sustainable employment relations in the organization.

**Relationship of Work Engagement to Workaholism:** The terms ‘Workaholic’ and ‘Workaholism’ are familiar terms used in describing people who are addicted to work
Workaholism is defined as working excessive which will be ended as a potential addicted to work [1, 20]. Some researchers noted that those addiction probably lead the employees only to concern on finishing their task or job but neglect others [3, 20, 36]. Others are refer to employee’s ill-health, life satisfaction and job performance. This avoidance (neglect ill-health, life satisfaction and job performance) makes employees unhappy [9, 36]. As mentioned above, workaholism are said giving negative impact on well-being generation.

However, some researchers also note that workaholism able to give positive impact on well-being generation. For example, some researchers see workaholics as hyper-performers [33, 37]. Hyper-performers indicate that the employee is assume to be an energetic and proactive person. Further, workaholism as a job motivator [33-35]. The other factor that contribute to well-being generation is work engagement. Conceptually, work engagement is assumed to produce positive outcomes, both at the individual level (personal growth and development) and organizational level (performance quality) [38]. This is because it comprises of positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, dedication and absorption [14].

Vigor is characterized by high levels of energy and mental resilience while working. Dedication refers to being strongly involved in one’s work and experiencing a sense of significance, enthusiasm and challenge. Absorption is characterized by being fully concentrated and happily engrossed in one’s work, whereby time passes quickly and one has difficulties with detaching oneself from work [10]. In short, engaged employees have high levels of energy and are enthusiastic about their work. Moreover, they are often fully immersed in their work so that time flies [29]. From the work engagement discussion above, it shows that work engagement is pre behaviour of workaholism. Over committed in work engagement may allow the employees to feel that to have workaholism is necessary for them. However, recently the scholars argued that workaholism able to initiate aggressive behavior in the workplace that with this aggressive behavior, the employee probably cannot manage their work life balance and lead to unwell-being [20, 39].

Hypotheses Testing:
H₁: There is a difference in work engagement between IPTA and IPTS academic staff.
H₂: There is a difference in workaholism between IPTA and IPTS academic staff.

**DISCUSSION**

This study discusses the differences of workaholism and work engagement among academics in higher institutions. Both are giving different impact. As expected, workaholism contributed less impact, when academic more workaholic, they feel more (1) anxious and (2) have lower back hurt. The researchers presume this situation because of the academics sit at one position for long time.

Thus, independent sample t-test being conducted to show the differences between two group. As shown at Table 1, there is a sufficient evidence the work engagement between IPTA and IPTS staff academic are different. Furthermore from Table 2 the researchers can conclude that academic staff at IPTA (mean: 63.32) is significantly engaged with their work as compared to academic staff in IPTS (mean: 60.22).

Besides that, there is an insufficient evidence in workaholism between IPTA and IPTS staff academic are different. Thus, from Table 2 the researchers can classified that academic staff in IPTA more workaholics (mean: 55.19) compared to academic staff in IPTS (mean: 53.26).
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Conclusion and Recommendation: From the discussion above, the study shows that academic staff in IPTA is more ‘bursting with energy’ to go to work and more workaholic while working. They work with full of energy and the result from questionnaire show academic staff is more inspired their job. However, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that IPTS academic staff is less energy to go to work. Regardless of workaholism, there is insufficient evidence to conclude the IPTS academic staff is enthusiastic about their job.

In conclusion, work engagement also contributed even workaholism is not strong enough to be as an indicator towards employment relations. This current research findings suggest that workaholism and work engagement less contribute to the success of employment relations. Therefore, the researcher advised to do further study on work engagement among IPTS academic staff to discover which factor is contributing to less engaged while working.
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